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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t

Topology

38/1985

The meeting was organized by M. Kreck (Mainz), A. Ranicki (Edinburgh) and L.
Siebenmann (Orsay). About 60 participants from Western and Eastern Europe,
North America and Australia attended the conference. The twenty-two talks
dealt with recent progress in a wide range of topics in topology. About a
third of the presentations were concerned with stable or unstable homotopy
theory, including research related to the solution of the Segal conjecture
and the progress toward the solution of Sullivan's conjecture.

Other areas discussed included low dimensional topology, knot theory,
classical algebraic topology, algebraic K-theory. and group actions on
spaces.
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Vortragsauszüge

C.-F. BÖDIGHEIMER:
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Stable splittings of function spaces

The talk elaborated on two observations concerning configuration spaces
C(M,A;X) of particles on a smooth, compact m-manifold M with parameters
in aspace X; particles are annihilated when they are in A~ M, or when
their parameter is the basepoint in X. ~

First observation. Let M be contained in another smooth m-manifold W. It
follows fram work of Gromov, Segal and MeDuff that C(M,A;X) is homotopy'
equivalent to the spaee of sections of a certain ~mX-bundle over' W, which
are defined outside of A and vanish outside of M, provided (M,A) or' X
is connected; hence if M is in addition parallelizable, then C(M,A;X)~

map (W'A, W'X; ~mX). .

Second ~bservation. C = C(M,A;X} has· a filtration [ckf ,and the ,splitting
techniQues of Snaith et al. 9i ve a stable equi valence z::ooC ~ r.f.I Ck / C ).

k=1 k-1
We apply this1D mapping spaees of a finite complex K G lRm into a suspens,ion

2:!"x as foliows. If K C K is ~ subcomplex, choose a regular neighbour
rOm

hood (N, N ) Q(K,K} of (K, Ko); f or M=N "N, A = d M, W = IR .o -"--..c. 0 0
the eonsiderations above give a stable splitting of map (int N, int N~ No;
z:mX) ':::' map (K,Ko; z:mX) with M/C>M A X as the first summand.

This approachgives a unified proof of well-known splitting theorems of
James, Snaith, F. Cohen &Taylor, May, Goodwillie et al.

R. BROWN:

Some homotopieal applications of a non-abelian tensor product of groups
(Report on joint work with Jean-~is Loday.)

1. The, classical Blakers-Massey triad conneetivity theorem gives the criti
cal group lrp+ 1(X;A,B) as a tensor 'product Ti: (A,C) GD 1T (B,C) i"fq- p q
p,q > 2 and ~ C =O. This gives the problem of what happens if p = 2
or Q = 2 or 111 c 1 O. Now 1T1C acts on lfp(A,C} and Tr4 (B,C)
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and so

{

triviall Y, if P > 2

"p(A,C) acts on lrct(B,C) via
(): lT 2(A,C) ~ n; C if P = 2

and similarly lTq (B,C) acts on lrp(A,C).

2. Let 6, H be groups such that 6 acts on H (9h ) and H acts on 6 (hg),
and let any group act on itself by conjugation (yx y x y-1). Then GeH
is the group with generators gah and relations

9 e hh' = (g a h)(hg B hh ' ),

ggl B h = (9g l B gh)(g a h),

for all 9,gl e 6, h,h l E H.

3. Applicatibns .
(a) With this interpretation, the Blakers-Massey determination remains true

for p = 2 or q = 2 or "1 C ~ o.
(b) There is a low-dimensional EHP-sequnece for a connected space X

Also the composition

(lI'l X)ab x (T1X)ab~ "ZSX x TZSX ~~~~~~~ad~1I"3SX~1TjXIIIlf1X

is gi yen by .( [xJ ' [yJ )~ (YB~ )( )c ay), and there J.S an exact seq~ence

2 2
"ZX~ 1l"4SZX --!i....+ Y,X X-n;x~ 1J",X-7-( 1T'l X)ab

'where ·6.".6 = (GaG) /{( xBy)(ya x) = 1 I x,y t; GJ •
·(c) An application to amalgamated sums of K( ",l)ls was given, and this has
applicationsto the homology of discrete groups .

. 4. Computations
(a) If G,H act trivially ,on each other then

G B H = Gab B Hab.

(b>' "If A ~is-a .G-module and A acts trivially·on G, then GaA ~ (IG)BllGA
(0. Gain).
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(c) G ; G has been cornputed for dihedral,
and all groups of order < 30 (Brown-
(d) exact sequence

quaternionic, t the metacyclic
Johnson - E.F. R~bertson)

so G finite =+ G ; G finite.
(e) For example if D =gp < x ,y I x2 = yrn = x yxy = 1m
even, then

> , m is

Dm; Dm = 71.2 x 7lm x 71.2 x 71.2

wi th generators x; x , X Q!l y, Y Im y, (x; y) r y mx).

5. Explanations
The applications arise from a generalized van Kampen theorem for a functor
(due to Loday)

U: (n-cubes of spaces)~ catn-groups.

References

.0. BURGHELEA:

R. Brown - J.-L. Loday
(1) van Kampen theorems for n-cubes of spaces
(2) Homotopical excision and the Hurewicz theorem for

n-cubes of rnaps .

An extension of Euler Poincar~ characteristic.

If k isa field of characteri stic zero. let k(u) be the ring of polyno- e
mials and k(u) the field of rational functions. For any 5'-space )( (with

* N *underlying space'X), H i (X,k) is a k Cu] = H 1 (pt;k) module and for
s * s *any k-algebra A, the cyclic cohomology HG (A) is a k[uJ = HG (k)-module.

*Aspace X is called of finite type if dirn H (X;k) < C'O and an 51 -space
X resp. a k-algebra A of 51 -finite type if

* It# *dirn (H .. (X ;k) m k(u» <00 resp. dirn (HG (A) lS k(u» <~.

kCu). s k [u] k(u) k[u]
"'5'" S1We denote by'X the free loop space X equipped with the natural
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Sl-action and by {i2x the double loop space !L2x equipped with t~e natu
ral action (induced by the rotation about the north south aX/is of 52).

Note: a) If X is of finite type then X is of 51-finite type.
1

b) If k ru; (x)] is of 51:..finite type then .XS is of finite·'type.

c) If X is 2-connected arid of finite type then. ii 2x is of finite'
type .

The usual Euler Poincar~ characteristic is defined for any'X of finite,
type. We define "(X) if X is of 51-finite type as

dimk (u) (He~en (X ,k) IIkCulk (u) ) - dimk(u) (Ho~d(H 1(X;k) IIIlkCU) kCu)
555 "

•

Theorem a) X(X) satisfies all formal properties of Euler Poincar~

characteristic.

b) If X is of finite type then X(X) = the Euler 'Poincar~

characteristic of X, hence XCi) does not see the action.

c) In general, ~(X) depends on the action as it f~llows from
X( .ä2X) = Euler Poincar~ characteristic of X if X i~
2-connected and of finite type.

d) If k CG) is of 51-finite type and 1i1(X) = G then
~1 .

;t(X ) depends only on G and if G is IIgeometric'·'-"(for
instance the fundamental group of a negati vely curved 'c-fom-

pact manifold) X(XS1
) is the Euler'Poincar~'characteristic

of G. . . 1
The proof depends fieavily on the mi~ima~ moders of' x5 x 1ES1

(Burghelea - Miche1in Vigr~ and of '. .n?x \ 1ES1 ,:and.: S

uses cyclic cohomology~

. ..i t ~ • :;0 •

J.L. DUPONT:

The dilogarithm as a characteristic class for flat bundles.

For (E,V) an n-dimensional complex vector bundle over a'manifold--:"M with

~ a flat 'connection there are definedthe Cheeg'er - Chern - Simons: classes
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Ck(V') E Horn (H2k- 1(M), fl./71).

Problem: Describe Ck(~) in terms of the associated holonomy represen
tation h: "1r1(M)~ Gl(n,(I).

. ~Unlversally ck gives a homomorphism

~k € Horn (H2k_1(Gl(n,(I)'), (I/~)

where the homology group is the integral group homology group for the dis-
crete group underlying GI (n ,(I). .1

~ ~ .
Ex. k = 1: c1 E Horn (H 1(GI(n,([) ), a/~) is given by

. 1
c1(g) = 2Ti log det (g).

We describe ~2 ' Horn (H3(SI (2 ,(t) , ).' (t/(Q) in terms of the di logarith~ic

function L(z) - _.! f {I09( 1-t) + log t·} dt
- 2 J t 1-t S

applied to cross ratios of 4-tuples of points on the Riemann sphere.

z. FIEDOROWICZ:

Hermitian K-theory of Homotopy Ring Spaces

This is a preliminary report of joint work with R. Schwänzl and ~. Vogt.
We define a Hermitian alg~bra ic K-theory of Aoo rings with involution
which extends the previous theory developed for topological rings by the

author and D. Burghelea. Gi yen an A()O ring wi th involution R we define .'
an ~ -space with involution in the sense of Segal whose underlying space
has the homotopy type of ~ B(1tB+Mn(R», Mn(R), *) with involution or

- *!lBMn(R) eorresponding to A ~ A on matrices an~ the identity on loop
reversal on !l depending on whether one is defining symmetrie or antisym
metric Herrnitian algebra K-theory. Taking subfuncticrts and fibrewise function
spaees we obtain. an . 1F~space with underlying space of type

l.l B( F711 (E71i 2' .Q B+ GI, (R»', 61 n'( R}'" *) whose associated infin ite loop
n>O 2 .

space is defined to be tL (R).
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For this to have good properties we reQuire that R have all path componentst loeal. We show that Q(!LX+) with all path eomponents loealized away from
2 with involution defined by inversion of loops is an A.o-ring with in
volution and we are in the proeess of proving that there exists an exaet
seQuenee in the stable range of the form

-;>tL(QSO)I+1(M} ~ 7l[i] ~ 'VI+1(lL(M» s ll.r~l

~ Vi ( ~~~~o1~~ 2M) ) GD 71 Ti] ~ ...
Here M is a compact triangulable 2k-manifold with (~1 )k • .This gene-
ralizes a ratIonal seQuenee of the same type obtained by Burghelea and the
author.

Th. FISCHER:

K-Theory with Finite Coeffieients of Funetion Rings

For a eompaet topologieal space X, we denöte by R = C (X, IR) the ring
of eontinuous real-valued funetions, eonsidered as a diserete.ring. Then
we prove the following

Theorem: The algebraie K-theory of R with finite eoefficients is natu
rally isomorphie to the (topologieal) K-theory of the underlying space X
with finite eoeffieients:

This result shows that the algebraie K-theory of R with finite coeffieients
is a generalized eohomology theory on X, and in particular depends onIy
upon the homotopy type of the eompaet spaee X.

The proof follows the approach of Suslin in his paper "K-theory of loeal
fields". The basic maehinery used eonsists of a description of the homo
topy fibre of the map BG j

~BG for locally convex groups G and a homo
topy chain construction, based upon a theorem by Gillet-Thomason and Gabber
Suslin.
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Finally, standard methods are used to translate theobtained homology re
sults into homotopy and K-theory.

H.-W. HENN:

On the growth of homotopy groups

For a simply connected space X of finite type and a prime p define power e}
series

P u-. (X. 7l/ ) =2: d imzz/ [( 'Ir (X·; 7l./ p) 'A71/ ]. t
n

*, p h P n p

R1r*(X;~/p) and RH*(itX;~/p denote their radii of convergence.

Conjecture If S is a finite complex, then

As evidence for this conjecture we have

Theorem If X is of finite type, then

e·
where Cp is a constant only depending on p and Cp ~ ~ ·

Theorem 2 (Iriye) If X is finite, then

. j
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J .. A.. HILLMAN:

Solvable 2-knot groups

Let K: S2 ~ S4 be a TOP locally flat embedding and G = "1 (S4, K(S2».
Suppose that G is virtually solvable and has a non trivial torsion free
abelian normal subgroup.. Then

G is f. presentable, H1(G) ~Z, H2(G) = 0 and

G has weight 1 (the Kervaire conditions) and either

1) G is torsion free poly (Z or finite) of Hirsch length 4 and
orientable type; or

2) the commutator subgroup GI is finite and h~s cohomological period 4; or

3) G has presentation < a, t I t a t- 1 = a2 >..

All the groups of type (1) and (2) may be realized by fibred knots. If G

is po1y-71 then it detennines the exterior S4, K(S2) up to homeomorphism.
(This is true for all knots of type (1) if the strong Novikov conjecture
holds). (Eg. the Cappell-Shaneson knots, with G' = 7l3 ) ..

In case (3) G' is not finitely generated. However,this group is the group
of a ribbon 2-knot.

F.E.A. JOHNSON:

Aspherical manifolds, rational division algebras and class field theory

~ The finite dimensional division algebras over the field ~ have been clas
sified by Hasse-Brauer-Noether-Albert. They can be described by 3 p~ra

meters (K, JE , ~) where

i) JE is a finite algebraic extension of (Q ..

ii) K is a cyclic extension of JE with S € Gal (K/ JE ) a gene~ator,

Gal.{K/JE) ~ Cn.

i i i) er is a"weil chosen ll element of JE.

With these parameters, the associative algebra <K,S,(> is the free K-
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with relations (a) yn =lf (b) YA = S(A )y,

For simplicity, suppose n is odd, and consider the algebraic group scheme.

ai(A) = Ker«K,S,r> ~ A~!EI A),
m (Q

where N: <K,S,r> ----? If is reduced norm, N(x) = det(y t-l' xy).

Then G is (Q-simple and (Q-anisotropic (Fuj isaki I s Thm) and if ri is an
arithmetic subgroup of (11m then r is a cocompact irreducible lattice in
the Lie group .:

SLn(lR)a x SLn«I)b where JE ll§ lR .'; lRa·x ([b.
(Q

T. KADEISHVILI:

A(PO)-algebra structure in cohomology and its applications

For an arbitrary differential:algebra C with free Hi(C) the set of
operations f mi : H(C) ll§ ••• (i) •.. I H(C) ~ H(C), i = 2,3, •.. } is
constructed, which forms on H(C) the A(oo}~algebra structure in the sense
of.Stasheff. This set of operati"ons defines the perturbed differential
dm': B(H(C»'~ B(H(C}) on--the Bar-construction B(H(C», for which there
exists a homology isomorphism t: (B(H(C» ,dm} ...:Jl- B(C) to the usual Bar
construction of C.

Taking C = C*(B,i1) we obtain an A(.o)-algebra structure on H*(B,)l) .
for an arbitrary space B with free Hi (B,J1). As an application, we have

*that the A(oo)-algebra (H (B,.A), (mi J) defines cohomology of a loop

space .aB. •

In the case of rational coefficients the set of operations .{ mil can be
constructed in such a way, that (B(H(C»,dm) becomes a differential Hopf
algebra and f becomes a multiplicative map. Thus, in this case A(oo)-
algebra (H*(B,Cn, {mi J) .defines H* (AB,Q) . as an algebra, hence it de-
fines also rational homotopy groups 17*(8) ll§ ~.
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c. KEARTON:

Integer invariants of' certain even-dimensional knots

An n-knot k is an oriented, smooth or locally-flat PL pair (Sn+2, 2: n),
where ~n is homeomorphic to Sn. If K is the closed complement of a
tubular neighbourhood of z:- n , then k i 5 simple if Ti (K) ~ 1fi (S1)

for 1 ~ i < [n~11 • In 1972 the simple (2q-l)-knots, q ~ 2, were clas

, sified in terms of homology modules and the Blanchfield duality pairing.
~ Various invariants are available, such as ideal classes, Alexander'poly

nomials, and the Milnor signatures~ In 1980 the simple 2Q-knots, q ~ 4,

were classified in terms of homology and homotopy mudules and a hermitian
pairing,. tagether with a short exact sequence, under the additional assump
tian that ~(K) is ~-tarsion-free. (This assumption has since been·re
moved by M.S. Farber.) In this talk it is indicated haw same camputable
invariants, with ~alues in ~,may be ~efined in certain cases; and that
some of these must vanish (mod 2) in the case of a doubly-sliced knote

T. KOZNIEWSKI:

Proper group actions on acyclic complexes

Let ~ be a discrete group which has virtually finite cohomological dimen
sion. In 1971 Serre proved that for such P there exists a finite dimensio
nal, contractible, proper ~ complex. We consider the following Que$t~ons.

Question 1: When does there exist a contractible proper" complex X
such that X/ f1 is finite?

Question 2: When does there exist a contractible proper ~ complex X
such that dim X = v (.. d r?

In the case where ~ is torsion-free the answers to these Questions are
known (E i Ienberg-Ganea, Wa'll) ~ Ta answer the first Questi on in genera1
case we show that every group r' (which satisfies suitable finiteness
conditions) defines for each prime p a sequence of obstructions

Tlp( r) i <Ko(lllpN
i ) where H1,·· .Hk is a complete set of representatives

of conjugacy classes of finite, non-trivial r-subgroups of " and where
N. denotes N(H.)/H .. These obstructions have the property given in

1 1 1
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Theorem. (There exists a finite r complex X of prime power type and such
that for every prime p and every fini te, nontri vial p - subgroup P in r'
xP is 71./p acycl ic) # (All rrp( t') i are 0).

(By finite r complex we understand here a r complex X such that x/r
is finite.)

If all ~ ( r) i are 0 then there exi sts a further obstruction:

1T ( ,,) E. Ko(71 r) / .z::: TH( 7l Tl )
H~Y( f1)

where y< rt) denotes the set of all subgro'ups in Tl of prime powerorder
and for every finite subgroup H in " : TH(71l') = Ind N(H) TH(71(N(H»)
and TH(71(N(H») denotes the image of the boudary homomorphism b:

K1(71/
IH1

(N(H)/H» --7' Ko(71(N(H») in the Mayer-Vieto.ris' sequence corres

ponding to H and N~H). Then we have

Theorem: Assume all Tp(T')i = O. Then:

(There exists a contradictible, finite r complex X of prime powertype)
~1f(f') = O.

The answer to the second Question is given in terms of cohomology of posets
of finite p subgroups of ~ •

J. LANNES:

On the mod. 2 cohomology of elementary abelian 2-groups.

*We describe some properties of the mod 2 cohomology H V of an elementary
. abelian 2-group V both as an unstable module and algebra over the Steen-

rod algebra A. Let be the category of unstable A-modules and T :~~tl

*be the left adjoint functor of the functor: U.~U, M~ H V I!t M. Then
T is exact and commutes with tensor products. Now let M and N be two
unstable A-algebras, then the above properties of T imply that TM is
also an A-algebra and that the following adjunction formula holds:

s t * s t(F) Ext", (M, I: H V B N) = Ext~ {TM, r N)jt ~ 1 cr s = t = 0,

.')i denoting the category of unstable A-algebras. The 'formula (F) implies
that a map from BV inta a 1-connected camplex Y of finite type which

•
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induces zero in mod 2 reduced cohomology is null-hornotopic. Furthermore,re
cent work of A.K. Bousfield leads to a suitable generalization of (F) which

* *implies that the natural map: BV, Y . Horn (H Y, H . SV) is a bijection
as conjectured by H. Miller. We show also that (F) irnplies the Sullivan
conjecture and the Segal conjecture"for elernentary abelian 2-groups.

I. MADSEN:

Hornotopy theory of groups of autornorphisrns of representations
(joint work with M. Rothenberg)

The study of group actions on locally linear manifolds requires information
about the autornorphi-sm space AG{V) where V i~ an lRG-module and A = GL,
PL or TOP in the three usual manifold categories.

For a G-space X write Iso(X) for the conjugacy classes of isotopy sub-
groups on X. Call X stable if 2 dirn xH < dirn xK if K ~H, K,H E. Iso(X).
Let V E: U be stable IR G-modules.

Theorem: IGI odd
i) . "r(PLG( V) ~ PL

G
( U» = 0 for r ~ dirn VG -

ii) Tr(TOPG(V).." TOGG(U» = 0 for r = dirn vG_ 2

iii) If .dirn uG > dirn vG., then

for r = dirn. vG_ 1

Here 1<_1 (G;V) "= :c K_ 1(71 [N T' Ir'1),

r. K (H,V)
H,G 1

r, Iso(V).

Appl ication: Given a PL G - lRn bundle ~ over ·x and a G-map f: M-+ ~ .

Suppose

i) MH, xH is 1-connected for each H

i i )

Then f
stable.

T M= Ve & as lRG-modules where x E MG and y 'i X.x )y

is G-homotopic to aG-transversal map provided V and TxM are
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M. MAHOWALD:

Report on the nilpotence Theorem of Devenatz, Hopkins and Smith.

The purpose of this talk is to describe some of the recent work of Ethan
Devenatz, Michael Hopkins and Jeff Smith concerning the nilpotency of maps.
Their main theorem is:

Theorem. ~) Let R be any ring spectrum. Then

ker {"* R ~ MU*R }

is a nil ideal (consists of nilpotent elements).

2) Let F be any finite spectrum and X' any spectrum.
If f F"""·X satisfies

•
"'* MU A F -i' MU /\ X

then some smash product of f, f 1\ •.• "1\ f : FA ••• .A F ~ X 1\ ••• A X

is contracible.
f n3) Let ••• -ltXn ~ Xn+1~ be a sequence of connected spectra. Let

- Cn = Conn Xn+1 - Conn Xn and Adams Novikov filtration of

T* f n > dn• If

1im sup t ~~ J< ll\) th.en h.omu,m Xn~ * ·
n

This theorem establishes same of the canjectures of Ravenel in "Localiza-
. tion and Periodicity", Am. J. 1984. Several others are consequences. In
particular if X is a finite complex then X has a self map f: rjx ~X

such that all iterates of f are essential. f can be choosen to be in the
center of [x,x] *.

z. MIMINOSHVILI:

Generalization of Milnor and Cohen-Vogt formulas, relations between
shape theoreis.

I.) We gi ve a construction' of exact homology theory on the category of
'arbitrary spaces, which is contained between two classical homology theo
ries, - Alexandrov-Cech and Kolmogoroff homologies. More precis'ely, we
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eonstruet a 'sequence of homology theories:

~ = HO 4- H1r ... oE- tim Hk +- ~ ~ 1im Hk~
'T ~

V A

. where H is Alexandrov-Ceeh homology and H-Kolmogoroff homology.

~ Let ~ be an inverse system of ehain complexes and ehain mappings,
t~en ther~ exist the following exaet seQuenees:

a) 0 -'9 ~m<1)Hn+1(!;) ~ H~(~} - ~~ (~) ..J>1.!.!,P}Hn+1(.l,;) ~ ~~-1 (~) H~_1 (C)
111

"limHn(C)

b) 0 _~(1) it1{!;} -"~~~) _ lk-m H~ «(;.) ~ 0

c) 7H"·" (lim(k+1)r) -f'. Hk(C) ... ~+1(C) ~H (lim(k+1)c)~ .•.. n+k+2 ..... ~ -n - n - n+k+1 _ ... ,

the same formulas hold. when we eonsider top spaces and inverse systems.
s

Th.' 2: 'The homology H is eQual to (1) singular homology, on the eategory
. of CW spaces (2) Kolmogoroff homology, on the category of eompact spaees (3)
·SteennD-Sitnikoff homology on the eategory of metr. compaet spaces.

11.) Th. 3: The strong shape theory in the sense of Marde~ie and Lisiea,
Cathey,"Porter~ Mim~noshvili are isomorphie to the strong shape theory of
Edwa~d~~Hastings.

Th. 4: The eanonieal map s-sh ~ sh is not on to on the eategory of
uneountable systems of spaees ~ this is a negative answer to the Question
of Edwards-Hastings•.

111.) Adefinition of a strongly fibrant and cofi"brant "systems is given.

Th. 5: If X is str.cofibrant dir. system, V-str. fibrant inv. system, then
we ha~e an exact sequence: * -;>!t!.m(1) [z: X; Y1--9 [l~ x,. !,,!.m 11 --3>

~m l x; 1) ~ * , for X = X we have a general ization of Co~en-Vogt for
mula~ for 1· = V - agen. of Milnor formula.
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Th. 6: If 1,1 are str. fibrant inv. systems, liml is str. associated
with ! , then there is an exact sequence:

* """" ~m(ll ~ [z::~;y] _[~ml.; .l!.mj] -0 ~~[.!;1)~ *

--Th. 7: If X,Y are str.cofibrant dir'. systems and ~ Y is str. associated
with Y, then there is an exact sequence:

* --olim(1)lim [Z:X;V] --9[limx; lim'''y] -;> lim lim [x; v] -!> *
4r- ~ --> --'> lII:- -....

K. PAWALOWSKI:

Fixed point sets and their eguivariant normal bundles for smooth group
actions on disks and Euclidean spaces.

Let G be a compact Lie group whose identity connected component Go is
abe'lian, and assume that GIGa has a nilpotent subquotient with three or
more noncyclic Sylow subgroups (resp., G/Go has a nilpotent subquotient
not of prime power order).

With G as above, we show that a compact (resp., closed) smooth manifold
F is diffeomorphic to the fixed point set of a smooth action of G on a
disk (resp., Euclidean space) if and only if the tangent bundle ~f F stab
ly admits a complex structure; in particular, F is orientable and all con
nected components of F 'are either even cr odd dimensional.

The necessity of this condition is well-known. The sufficiency is shown
using an equivariant thickening procedure which enables us to get information
about the equivariant normal bundle of the fixed point set.

E.. K. PEDERSEN:

Aigebraic K-Homology theory, (joint work with C. Weibel).

Let X be a metric space and ot an additive category (e.g. f.g. free.R-mo
dules). The category t (dt) is defined as foliows: An object A is ax
collection of O[-objects A(x); one for each x E X satisfying that in
each ball in X only finitely many are non zero. A morphism 'f :A -. B is
a collection of ot-morphisms r;:A(X) ~ 8(y) satisfying that there exists

•
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k = k(Cf) so that tt'~ =0 for d(x,y) > k. Composition is given by

(V' · Cf)x "= 2::. 'r Z • er x
y Z & X Y Z

(Note this is a finite sum). With a suitable notion of morphism, ~ ( - ) is
a functor in 2 variables. Now consider Xc Sn a PL-subkomplex of-a sphere
and let 6'( X) = i (t,.!) € lRn+1 /t ErO, 00) " ~ f:.X1. We prove

Theorem K*( ~~(x}(Ol» = h*(X; nonconn. Alg. K-th. of~).

Here ~ is the K-theoery of an additive category by restricting to iso
morphisms and the right hand side is the homology theory given by noncon
nective alge K-theory of the category OL •

D. PUPPE:

Invariants of the Lusternik-Schnirelmann type and the topology of critical
sets (joint work with MOnica Clapp)

The Lusternik-Schnirelmann category cat X is the smallest k such that
the space X can be covered by k open sets Xj for which X

j
~ X .

factors through a one point space P up to homotopy. Replacing P by
other spaces (e.g. q-dimensional or q-connected spaces for a given Q) one
obtains other invariants which like the classical one give infonmation on
the topology of the critical set of a differentiable function. The new in
variants have similar properties as L.-S. category and there are nice proofs
which lead to improvements even in the classical case. A theorem of Ganea
says that if X is p-connected, cat X = k ~ 2 and dirn X~ (k+1)(p+1)-3
then X has the weak homotopy type of a CW-complex which can be covered
by k contr~ctible subcomplexes. We replace the bound on dirn X by
(2k-1)(p+1)-3.

Everything can also be done in a G-equivariant setting where G is a com
pact Lie group•.
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E.. E.. SKURICHIN:

Cohomological theories connected with sheaves on Grothendieck topologies ..

We denote by OX, CX, FOX, FCX, respectively, the categories of all open,
closed, functionally open and functionally closed subsets of X with the
i"hclusi6ns .A:C B as morphisms~ We also set A E DX:~A = u{ AiC.Xli ~ 11,
where IAili &11 is "numerably" locally finite with respect to X family
of sets; Ai = Bi n Ci' Bi € FeX, Ci is a closed set, such that any neighbour
hood of it is funetional ...

Let 7;,X, ",x, 'r
2
x, 'r

3
x and 'r~x denote the classes of all coverings

of X by subsets, belonging, respectively to nx,ox,CX, FCX, OX, by an open,
normal open ( = numerable), loeally finite closed, "numerablyll locally f.inite
in X and functionally closed, and a "numerablyll locally finite in Y OY.
covering of X DY .. Let T be a eategory of all topologieal spaces and con
tinuous maps ..

Theorem 1: "'- The total ity {T, r t X I X "" TJ forms a pretopology (in the'
sense of Verdier) .. If ~ is a ~,-Sheaf on T , then the Grothendieck eo-

* *homology groups H1(X,Al and t.he Aleksandrov-Ceeh cohomology groups H1(X,,,4)
wi th respect to pretopology r

1
, are i somorphic as cohomological .functors from

the eategory of ~-sheaves to the category of presheaves on T..

Theorem 2: - ( DX. r~ AIA € DX1 all2 tOx,t'r1V I V ~ oxJ ~orm pretopologies.

There i s an exaet funetor A f-,A-from the category of '1-sheaves on OX
ot the category 'of 1;-sheaves on DX such that the Aleksandrov-Cech CO-'

homology groups H~(A,~) and the Grothendieek.cohomology groups H~(A,~)

are isomorphie as eohomological functors from the category of 1r1-sheaves
on OX to the category of presh~aves on DX ..

•

Below we give the other definition of eohomologieal functor .. By a.eohomological
funetor on a eategory K we mean a collection of presheaves F= {Fn

:K?-, Atl n ~ 11.}
such that there is a Grothendieek topology ~on K and ~-sheaf ~ for which
(R"i)(Ji) and Fn are isomorphie for all n.. Here Rni is the n-th right de
rived. functor for the funetor of embedding the category of rz-~sheaves in the
category of presheaves on K; ~~is the eategory of abelian groups ..

If F is'a cohomological functor, MC. Mor(K}, k e ob(K), we denote by
dF,M(k) the least number n, such that Fn(k) ~ Fn(l) is surjective for any
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morphi sm I -'> k from M. If there i s no such n, then we set dF,M( k) ='" •

L~t C be the category of all compact spaces, M the totality of all in
clusions.

Theorem 3: " There is a cohomological functor F on C, such that
a) if dimX = n <00 , then dF,M(X) = dimX (covering dimension)

.'b) if dirn X =OQ and X contain's finite-d"imensional subspaces of arbitrary

.. -la~g·e·~imens.i~n, then dF,M(X) = dirn X =1)0

CO) _if di~ X .= OQ and .no.. is the maximal dimension of finite-dimensional corn-
.,pact .'subspa~es of X, then no ~ dF,M(X) ~ no + 1.

The last theo~em gives an answer ta Aleksandrov's extended ~roblem,

which can be stated. as foliows. Given a class of cohomological functors, is
there a functor within this class, that characterizes·the covering dimension
of all finite-dimensional compact spaces, but for which there is an OQ-dimen
sional compact space with finite cohomological F-dimension?

Thu~, these resu)ts·demonstrate both the usefulness of the analysis of va
rious co~o~ological~functors on topological categories for deeper investi
gation or generalization of classical results, and the possibility of con
structing cohomological functors with given properties. This is evidently
most valuable from the point of view of applications of homological algebra
to topological and geometrie problems, and its realization .in specifi~ cases
is an important task.

v. TURAEV:

Bordisms of normal maps in dimension 3.

We give a complete description of the set (N) of bordism classes of nor-
v(M) ~~

ma~'maps , ~,where N is a (fixed) orientabl~ closed 3-manifold,
M' ..." N

in -terms of spin structures on 3-manifolds and their Rochlin invariants.
Note that the set Spin(M)of'spin structures on M is an affine space over
H1(M;~/2). Assigning to each spin structure on M its Rochlin invariant we
get the "Rochlin function" RM: Spin(M) ~/1671 which is known to be·a
cubic polynomial (see my paper in Math. USSR sbornik 48:1, 1984, 65-79).
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V(M) -) ~
For each normal map f: ~ ~ (where ~ is a vector bundle over N)

M -> N
*we define geometrically a mapping f : Spin{N) ~ Spin{M)~ The difference

*)A.= RN - (RM 0 f ) turns out to be a linear function Spin N -") 7l/2 C. 71/16

(i .e. J"( ~) - jC.e(a +x) - ,;u(<<+y) + ;'1<'0( +x+Y) = 0 for any ~ Er. Spin N and
x,y ,H1(N;Z/2». Therefore, the function XI-') ..,NI(oc.) - ,M(OC+X):H1(N;71/2).
(=H2(N;71/2» ~ 7l/2 is correctly defined and linear and gives rise to an
element a(f) 6 H2(N;71/2). We prove that the mapping f ~>a(f): ~(N)---~
H2(N;71/2) is bijective. As corollaries we prove that~ Each homotopy equi~
valence f: M~N has zero normal invariant (i.e. f is normally bordant
to a diffeomorphism). If f: M ~ N is a simple homot. equivalence then
f x id: MX Sn ~ N x Sn where n ~ 2 is homotopic to a diffeomorphism.
The natural Wall mapping ~(N) ~L3( Tr1(N» is a split injection.

S. ZARATi:

On the U-injectives. (Joint work with J. Lannes)
This article discusses injectives in the category U of unstable A-modules
(for short: U-injectives), A denoting the Steenrod algebra modulo a prime
p, the importance of which in algebraic topology has been recently emphasized
in·the work of H. Miller about the Sullivan conjecture and in the.work of
G. Carlsson about the Segal conjecture for elementary abelian 2-groups.
We show the following theorem.

Theorem: Let J and K be two U-injectives such that:
(i) J or K is gradually finite, i.e. a finite dimensional ?l/p-vector
space in each degree.
(ii) HomU(%M;K) = 0 for every M ""U (Z::U -i'U is the suspension e
functor), then J I K is U-injective.
As a consequence we get:

*Corollary: Let V be an elementary abelian p-group, then H (V;71/p) is
U-injective, (V ~.(71/p)k).

Thi s resul t and those of "Deri ved functors cf the Destabi li sation ll (J.. Lannes
&S. Zavati.), (tc compare with W.M. Singer) allow us to give another proof of
the Segal' conjecture for elementary abelian p-groups. Other homotopical appli
cations are given in Lannes's talk.

Berichterstatter: Thomas Fischer· (Mainz)
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